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we exist
[Hubble Space Telescope]



matter is stable

matter ↔ energy 
does not happen

E = mc2



why?
[Hubble Space Telescope]



idea: charge is conserved

matter carries charge
energy does not

     matter ↔ energy   ?  
 
 Energy:         mc2               mc2

Charge:         +1                  0



antimatter also exists

matter + antimatter ↔ energy 
 

does happen

E = mc2





matter

antimatter antimatter

matter

(unseen) energy

(collision debris)



antimatter

matter + antimatter ↔ energy 
 

identical to matter 
except with opposite charge

 E:       mc2                 mc2                    2mc2

Q:      +1                    -1                        0



look back in time



the early universe

very hot = lots of energy 
 

energy ↔ matter + antimatter 
 

lots of matter and antimatter



the universe today has matter 
 

not antimatter 
 

why?



thought experiment #1:

suppose there were  
 equal amounts 

 of matter and antimatter 
in the early universe



the universe expands and cools 
 

not enough energy for 
energy → matter + antimatter 

 
but still have  

matter + antimatter → energy 
 

no matter is left



the 
result

[ not the Hubble Space Telescope]



thought experiment #2:

suppose the early universe  
had slightly more  

 matter than antimatter 



the universe expands and cools 
 

not enough energy for 
energy → matter + antimatter 

 
but still have  

matter + antimatter → energy 
 

only the extra matter is left



the 
result

[Hubble Space Telescope]



how much extra matter?

10 billion +1  
matter

10 billion  
antimatter

1  
matter



what makes
the extra matter?

baryogenesis



baryogenesis
challenges:

 break charge conservation  
    charge needs to be created from nothing  

 distinguish matter over anti  
    must bias one over the other



e.g. electroweak 
baryogenesis

electroweak phase transition  
as the universe cools



e.g. electroweak 
baryogenesis

expanding bubbles 
(of Higgs)

we live here



e.g. electroweak 
baryogenesis

bubble wall



e.g. electroweak 
baryogenesis

CP violation in bubble walls 
separates matter from antimatter



e.g. electroweak 
baryogenesis

sphalerons do not conserve charge  
antimatter is destroyed



e.g. electroweak 
baryogenesis

sphalerons do not conserve charge  
only happen outside bubbles



e.g. electroweak 
baryogenesis



baryogenesis and us

ALPHA is testing antimatter 
 

UCN is searching for CP violation  
 

LHC is measuring electroweak

neutrinos may connect to baryogenesis



The real puzzle of antimatter 
is not that it is weird or 

mysterious. It’s that it is not 
weird or mysterious enough.



rules of the game

1.  total energy is conserved  
 (but can come in different forms) 

2.  charge is conserved  
 (matter has charge, energy does not)




